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10 ABSTRACT: The development of a peptide retention
11 prediction model for strong cation exchange (SCX) separation
12 on a Polysulfethyl A column is reported. Off-line 2D LC-MS/
13 MS analysis (SCX-RPLC) of S. cerevisiae whole cell lysate was
14 used to generate a retention dataset of ∼30 000 peptides,
15 sufficient for identifying the major sequence-specific features of
16 peptide retention mechanisms in SCX. In contrast to RPLC/
17 hydrophilic interaction liquid chromatography (HILIC)
18 separation modes, where retention is driven by hydro-
19 phobic/hydrophilic contributions of all individual residues,
20 SCX interactions depend mainly on peptide charge (number
21 of basic residues at acidic pH) and size. An additive model (incorporating the contributions of all 20 residues into the peptide
22 retention) combined with a peptide length correction produces a 0.976 R2 value prediction accuracy, significantly higher than the
23 additive models for either HILIC or RPLC. Position-dependent effects on peptide retention for different residues were driven by
24 the spatial orientation of tryptic peptides upon interaction with the negatively charged surface functional groups. The positively
25 charged N-termini serve as a primary point of interaction. For example, basic residues (Arg, His, Lys) increase peptide retention
26 when located closer to the N-terminus. We also found that hydrophobic interactions, which could lead to a mixed-mode
27 separation mechanism, are largely suppressed at 20−30% of acetonitrile in the eluent. The accuracy of the final Sequence-Specific
28 Retention Calculator (SSRCalc) SCX model (∼0.99 R2 value) exceeds all previously reported predictors for peptide LC
29 separations. This also provides a solid platform for method development in 2D LC-MS protocols in proteomics and peptide
30 retention prediction filtering of false positive identifications.

31 Strong cation exchange (SCX) separation of peptides is the
32 second most popular mode of peptide separation in
33 proteomics behind reversed-phase (RP) LC.1 Due to the
34 simplicity of its coupling to ESI-MS, the supremacy of RPLC is
35 unlikely to be challenged. This leaves the remaining separation
36 modes (hydrophilic interaction liquid chromatography
37 (HILIC), SCX, anion-exchange, and high pH RP) to compete
38 for the supporting role of the first separation dimension in 2D
39 LC-MS methods or for use in peptide enrichment protocols.
40 SCX possesses sufficient separation orthogonality with RPLC,2

41 which prompted its wide use in bottom-up proteomics.
42 Moreover, due to compatibility of the eluents, it can be used
43 in both off-line3 and on-line4,5 2D LC of complex peptide
44 mixtures. Extensive literature in the field of proteomics gives
45 clear indication of the dominant role of 2D (SCX-RP) LC-MS
46 methodology in the past two decades.
47 Rapid developments in the field of proteomics have
48 rejuvenated the interest of separation scientists in peptide
49 retention modeling.6 Peptide retention prediction has found
50 applications in developing quantitative LC-MS protocols,7

51filtering false positive MS/MS identifications,8−10 and guiding
52method development in multidimensional LC-MS.11 The major
53efforts were understandably directed toward developing
54prediction models for RPLC.6,12−14 However, recent reports
55indicate further advancements in modeling peptide retention
56for high pH RP,10 capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE),15 and
57HILIC16−18 using proteomics derived data. Our lab has been
58active in the peptide retention prediction field since 2004,
59developing predictive models for RPLC,10,12,19 methods for
60standardization of peptide separations,20 and retention data
61collection using 2D10 and 3D LC-MS approaches.11 In 2017,
62we expanded the application of our Sequence-Specific
63Retention Calculator (SSRCalc) model into peptide CZE15

64and HILIC.18 Attempting to develop a SSRCalc SCX model
65would be a natural continuation of our efforts in this direction.
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66 SCX separation of peptides and proteins has a rich history
67 going back to the 1980s, when it was recognized as one of the
68 most potent methods of separation for these compounds.21−23

69 Most of the peptide ion-exchange separations are performed
70 using a salt gradient, often with the addition of an organic
71 solvent to reduce hydrophobic interaction between the peptide
72 and the stationary phase.24 Efforts to understand separation
73 mechanisms25 and develop peptide retention prediction
74 models26 were based on the electrostatic interactions in ion-
75 exchange chromatography of peptides and proteins driven by
76 Coulomb’s law:

=F Q Q dr/1 2
2

77 where Q1 and Q2 are interacting charges of opposite sign, r is
78 the distance between them, and d is the dielectric constant of
79 the medium.25 Therefore, peptide retention increases with
80 peptide charge, a fact which was clearly recognized in seminal
81 studies of peptide SCX. Studying the dependence of SCX
82 retention of peptides with the same charge, but varying size,
83 Hodges et al.26 concluded that peptide retention time is
84 proportional to Q/ln(N), where N is the number of residues.
85 This model, however, was tested on a very limited number of
86 peptides.
87 The introduction of mass spectrometry and proteomics has
88 helped to increase the size of retention datasets available for
89 modeling to thousands of peptides. Resing and co-workers9,27

90 derived semiquantitative rules that describe peptide elution
91 from a SCX column based on the number of charged residues.
92 They found that complete separation of peptides based solely
93 on charge is very hard to achieve. Nevertheless, simple
94 correlation between the number of basic residues (BRs) and
95 SCX retention allowed them to use SCX retention information
96 for additional peptide retention filtering and improving
97 confidence of MS/MS identification. Trinidad et al.28 explored
98 fractionation of nonmodified and phosphorylated peptides by
99 SCX. They found a similar correlation between peptide charge
100 and retention and concluded that phosphorylation decreases
101 peptide retention due to the acidic character of the modifying
102 group. This effect is widely utilized in phospho-peptide
103 enrichment protocols.29

104 The first attempts to develop a sequence-dependent model
105 for peptide SCX was undertaken by Petritis et al.30 The authors
106 used an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) approach with a
107 combined retention dataset of ∼190 000 peptides acquired in
108 2250 LC-MS experiments. The ANN structure was based on 5
109 hidden layers and 1055 input nodes, which included parameters
110 such as position of individual residues, peptide charge, pI,
111 charge of peptide in gas phase, length, and hydrophobic
112 moment. A resulting correlation of ∼0.9 R2 value was
113 demonstrated.
114 The most prominent sequence-specific feature, which has
115 been included in all advanced peptide retention prediction
116 models,12−15,18 comes from the unique role of terminal residues
117 in peptide interaction with the stationary phase. In RPLC, it
118 manifests itself in reduced hydrophobic interactions of terminal
119 amino acids due to the association of charged N-terminal amino
120 group with hydrophilic counterions.19 The use of separate
121 retention coefficients for individual amino acids became a
122 standard solution of this problem in RPLC,12−14,19 HILIC,18

123 and CZE15 but requires a significantly larger dataset to avoid
124 overfitting. Alpert et al.31 explored these effects using the
125 extended SCX retention dataset of Petritis et al.30 and found a

126significant influence of peptide orientation in cation exchange
127and ERLIC separation modes. In the case of SCX, it originates
128from preferential interaction of positively charged N-termini
129with the stationary phase, thus increasing/decreasing the
130interaction of N-terminal basic (Lys, Arg, His)/acidic (Asp,
131Glu) residues. Mant et al.32 demonstrated another sequence-
132dependent effect in peptide SCX: synthetic amphipathic
133peptides with four positively charged residues in the hydrophilic
134face showed increased retention compared to the non-
135amphipathic analog of identical composition.
136The review of the literature shows that, despite a long
137history, a good understanding of the basic principles, and an
138abundance of SCX applications in proteomics, the modeling of
139peptide retention in SCX trails behind other peptide separation
140techniques. The goal of our study was to collect retention data
141using 2D LC-MS (SCX-RP, ∼40−50 fractions in the first
142dimension) of a complex tryptic digest and to develop a
143sequence-specific retention model to quantitatively describe
144peptide retention in cation-exchange mode. This closely follows
145the established methodology from our recent efforts to model
146HILIC separation.18 Retention modeling using tens of
147thousands of data points should provide sufficient information
148for defining major features of cation-exchange separation and
149an in-depth look at sequence-specific retention features of
150peptides’ SCX.

151■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
152Materials and Digest Preparation. Unless otherwise
153noted, all chemicals were sourced from Sigma Chemicals (St.
154Louis, MO). Eluents were prepared using HPLC-grade
155acetonitrile, deionized water, formic acid, and potassium
156chloride (Thermo Fisher Scientific (Toronto, ON)). Sequenc-
157ing grade modified trypsin (Promega, Madison, WI) and 15 mL
158Amicon centrifugal filter units (Merck Millipore, Ireland) were
159used for the digestion. Chromatographic fractions were
160collected in siliconized 1.5 mL tubes (BioPlas, San Rafael,
161CA). The custom designed standard peptides P1−P620 as well
162as the synthetic peptides with different charges at acidic pH
163(LASAADFG (+1), LASAADFR (+2), LASAAHFR (+3), and
164LAHAAHFR (+4)) were synthesized by Bio-Synthesis Inc.
165(Lewisville, TX).
166The S. cerevisiae tryptic digest was prepared with the FASP
167protocol scaled up for 15 mL centrifugal filter units.33 The
168digest was acidified with trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), purified by
169reversed-phase SPE, aliquoted into vials with ∼200 μg of
170peptides in each vial (according to NanoDrop 2000 (Thermo-
171Fisher)), and lyophilized. ∼200 μg of digest was used for the
172first-dimension separation.
173First Dimension Separation Conditions. An Agilent
1741100 series HPLC system with UV detector (214 nm) and a
175200 μL injection loop was used for SCX separations. A 2.1 mm
176× 100 mm Polysulfethyl A, 5 μm 200 Å column (PolyLC,
177Columbia, MD) was also used with a 300 μL/min flow rate.
178Eluent A consisted of 80:20 water/acetonitrile and 0.1% formic
179acid. Eluent B was identical to eluent A plus 500 mM of KCl.
180Separation conditions were optimized to fit a 50 min separation
181window: linear increase of eluent B from 0% to 100% in 60 min
182or gradient increase of 8.5 mM KCl per minute. The gradient
183was followed by a 5 min wash with 100% eluent B and a 40 min
184equilibration step with 100% eluent A. We collected 46 1 min
185fractions, which were then lyophilized.
186Fractions were resuspended in 0.1% TFA in water and
187desalted using a C18 4.6 mm guard cartridge (Phenomenex,
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188 Torrance, CA). Once desalted, the fractions were lyophilized
189 once more, resuspended in buffer A (0.1% formic acid in water)
190 for the second-dimension separation, and spiked with
191 approximately 200 fmol of the standard P1−P6 peptides. The
192 volume of dilution buffer was adjusted on the basis of
193 NanoDrop 2000 measurements and the UV profile of the LC
194 trace to ensure injections of ∼1 μg or less of peptides per
195 injection.
196 Second Dimension LC-MS/MS. The 2D LC Ultra system
197 (Eksigent, Dublin, CA) delivered buffers A and B through a 100
198 μm × 200 mm analytical column packed with a 3 μm Luna
199 C18(2) (Phenomenex) at a 500 nL/min flow rate. Samples
200 representing each individual fraction were loaded on a 300 μm
201 × 5 mm PepMap 100-trap column (ThermoFisher). The
202 gradient program was as follows: a linear increase from 0.5% to
203 37% buffer B (acetonitrile) in 78 min, 5 min at 90% buffer B,
204 and then 7 min at 0.5% buffer B for column equilibration (90
205 min total analysis time). Both buffers A and B contained 0.1%
206 formic acid.
207 A TripleTOF5600 mass spectrometer (Sciex, Concord, ON)
208 in standard MS/MS mode was used for data-dependent
209 acquisition; settings used were: 250 ms survey MS spectra
210 (m/z 375−1250) followed by up to 20 MS/MS measurements
211 on the most intense parent ions (400 counts/second threshold
212 for charged states between +2 and +5, m/z 100−1600 mass
213 range for MS/MS, and 100 ms each). Previously targeted
214 parent ions were excluded for 12 s from repetitive MS/MS
215 acquisition.
216 Data Analysis and Retention Time Assignment.
217 Protein/peptide identification was performed by the X!Tandem
218 algorithm. The search parameters included 20 and 50 ppm
219 mass tolerance for parent and daughter ions, respectively, and
220 constant modification of Cys with iodoacetamide. All potential
221 modifications were excluded for peptide identification.
222 Within the first dimension, retention times were assigned as
223 being equal to the fraction number in which the peptide was
224 found. When the peptide signal was distributed between two or
225 more fractions, an intensity weighted average fraction number
226 was used. The retention times of peptides in the second
227 dimension were converted into HI (% acetonitrile) units using
228 the established retention values of the standard peptides.20

229 ■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
230 Selection of Chromatographic Conditions in SCX
231 Mode. Our literature review showed that the majority of
232 SCX separations are performed using a salt gradient involving
233 either potassium chloride or ammonium formate at acidic pH.
234 Burke et al.24 observed that the addition of acetonitrile to the
235 eluents in SCX separations reduces hydrophobic interactions.
236 Therefore, peptide separations in proteomics have been mostly
237 performed using 20−30% organic solvent in the eluent. A
238 notable exception from this rule can be found in on-line
239 coupling of SCX and RP, where acetonitrile concentration is
240 usually kept at 5% to ensure peptide retention on RP
241 phase.4,5,34 We used a 0−500 mM KCl gradient at acidic pH,
242 alongside 20% acetonitrile in both eluents A and B.
243 Additionally, the gradient slope had to provide sufficient
244 peptide separation to fit the expected ∼50 min elution window.

f1 245 Figure 1A shows the separation of four peptides with different
246 charges (+1 to + 4) using an optimized gradient slope of 8.5
247 mM KCl per minute. This provided a desired separation
248 window of the yeast tryptic digest as shown in Figure 1B.
249 Figure 1C also shows the distribution of identified peptides of

250various charges across the salt gradient, which coincides with
251the distribution of synthetic peptides in Figure 1A.
252LC-MS/MS Analysis in the Second Dimension:
253Identification Output. Each collected fraction was desalted,
254lyophilized, and submitted to the second dimension LC-MS
255analysis. ∼1 μg (or less) of peptides was injected for each
256fraction, which required an adjustment of the dilution volume
257depending on the UV profile shown in Figure 1B. The fractions
258that were analyzed corresponded to 69 h of instrument time. In
259total, the acquisition of 552 954 MS/MS spectra resulted in
260identification of 196 470 of them corresponding to 34 454
261unique peptides (log (e) < −3) and 4185 proteins (log (e) <
262 t1−3). Table 1 compares identification output to previously
263reported 2D LC-MS/MS analyses of peptide retention
264modeling using the same MS platform.10,18

265Retention Time Prediction Filtering. The development
266of retention prediction models requires high quality retention
267data. The preferable option is to analyze synthetic peptides or
268digests of purified proteins with known sequences. However,
269this introduces time and cost constraints when larger datasets
270are required. Our experience shows that 2D LC-MS/MS
271analysis of complex digests with retention time prediction
272filtering in both dimensions acts as a compromise between the
273quality and the size of the retention dataset.10,18 In this work,
274we used high confidence peptide identifications with log (e)
275score < −3. Next, analyzing the peptides with the highest
276prediction errors in both dimensions (intermediate version of
277SCX model was used), we removed suspected chromatographic
278outliers. Most of them represented peptides with unanticipated
279missed cleavage sites. At this step, we excluded ∼0.1% of
280identifications (43 peptides) from modeling. The remaining
281population of 30 482 peptides (Table S-1) was used for the
282model optimization where tryptic peptides in the dataset were
2836−49 residues long (16 on average), carrying 1−8 positive
284charges at acidic pH.
285Optimization and Major Features of Additive SCX
286Model. Ion exchange separation, as the literature suggests, is

Figure 1. Selection of chromatographic conditions for the SCX
separation of a complex digest. (A) Separation of four synthetic
peptides with different charges (+1 to + 4). (B) Separation of
S. cerevisiae tryptic digest (salt gradient profile at the exit of the column
is shown in green). (C) Distribution of tryptic peptides with different
charges across the chromatogram.
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287 driven by the Coulombic interaction between the peptide and
288 the stationary phase.25 As a result, the larger the charge of the
289 peptide, the stronger is the interaction, and therefore, longer is
290 the retention time. Specifically, at acidic conditions, the peptide
291 is positively charged, and the stationary phase is negatively
292 charged. Thus, in general, the more basic residues the peptide
293 contains (Arg, Lys, His), the greater is its retention time. For
294 our first approximation of the SCX model, we counted the
295 number of basic residues and then added one charge for the N-

t2f2 296 terminus to determine the peptide charge. Table 2 and Figure 2

297 show a step-by-step optimization process of the SSRCalc SCX
298 model. Correlation between the charge of the peptide and the
299 fraction number the peptide eluted in showed an R2 value of
300 0.858. Additional examination of the distribution of peptides in
301 each respective charge groups revealed that the larger peptides
302 elute prior to the shorter ones, in complete agreement with
303 Coulomb’s law (Figure 2A).
304 To correct for the peptide length, a few approaches had been
305 applied before reaching an optimal solution (Table 2). Hodges
306 et al.26 proposed correction for the peptide length was based on
307 the division of Q, the net charge of the peptide, by the natural
308 logarithm of N, the number of amino acids in the peptide
309 sequence: Q/ln(N). Application of this correction resulted in a
310 0.943 R2 value for our dataset. We improved the resulting
311 correlation by introducing a slightly different length correction
312 of Q × (1 + 9.571/ln(N)), where the coefficient 9.571 was
313 optimized to fit all peptides (R2 value 0.952). Because of
314 slightly different behavior of groups of peptides with different
315 charges, we introduced variables CZ instead of the constant
316 9.571. These coefficients were slightly different for each
317 individual charge from +1 to +7 (Table S-2). This improved
318 the R2 value to 0.955 when plotting the dependence of the

319fraction number versus Q × (1 + CZ/ln(N)) as shown in Figure
3202B.
321All advanced peptide retention prediction models are based
322on accounting for interaction of individual amino acids with the
323stationary phase through the introduction of individual
324retention coefficients (RC). We assumed that, in SCX, each
325residue will alter the effective charge of the peptide and
326optimized retention coefficients for each amino acid contribu-
327 t3ting to overall charge Q (internal position in Table 3). The
328starting point for this optimization step was the original
329assumption that Lys, His, and Arg had an effective charge of +1
330(RC = 1) and all other amino acids had an effective charge of 0.
331 f3The optimized retention coefficients are shown in Figure 3A,
332confirming once again the dominant role of basic residues. The
333resulting R2 value of the model was improved to 0.976 (Figure
3342C). Among other trends, the positive contribution of Trp and
335Asn should be highlighted. Reoptimization of our model to fit
336Trinidad et al.28 data (see Application of SCX Prediction
337Model) resulted in virtually the same accuracy of the final
338model (R2 value ∼0.984) and showed characteristic changes in
339RC values for some residues (Figure 3B). Trinidad’s data was
340collected using 30% acetonitrile in the eluent in contrast to 20%
341acetonitrile in our model. The reoptimized retention
342coefficients showed a consistent decrease in contribution of
343hydrophobic residues, especially aromatic ones (Trp, Phe, Tyr).
344Meanwhile, the retention coefficient of Asn and other neutral
345hydrophilic residues remained constant. This change, admit-
346tedly minor, shows that hydrophobic interactions between
347peptide and Polysulfethyl A stationary phase are largely extinct
348at 20% acetonitrile in the eluent but still visible, driving the
349difference between eluents with different contents of organic
350solvent. Note that the vast majority of tryptic peptides are not
351retained on the more hydrophobic C18 phase at 30%
352acetonitrile. Hydrophobic interactions are expected to be
353even less pronounced on the hydrophilic Polysulfethyl A phase.
354Position-Dependent Retention Coefficients. As shown
355in our previous publications on RP,10 CZE,15 and HILIC,18 the
356position of amino acids, relative to the ends of the peptides, is
357an important characteristic in peptide separation modeling. The
358terminal location allows the amino acid residues to interact
359more freely with the stationary phase in comparison to the
360internal amino acids. In RP, and to a lesser degree in HILIC,
361hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity of N-terminal residues is altered
362due to the interaction of positively charged N-termini with
363eluent counteranions (acetate, formate). Additionally, acidic
364residues (Asp, Glu) near N-termini significantly reduce effective
365peptide charge in CZE due to an induction effect, thus reducing
366electrophoretic mobility. SCX is a surface-based as well as a
367charge-based separation; therefore, one might expect different
368behavior of the basic and acidic residues in the terminal
369positions. Optimized position-dependent coefficients (Table 3)
370confirm these assertions. The RC’s of basic amino acids are

Table 1. Identification Output of 2D (SCX-RP), 2D (HILIC-RP), and 2D (RP-RP)-LC-MS/MS for the Analysis of Whole Cell
Yeast Tryptic Digesta

separation
mode

number of
fractions

total LC-MS time
(h)

amount injected
(μg)

# of MS/
MS

# of identified
peptides

# of nonredundant peptide
IDs

# of protein
IDs

SCX-RP 46 69 ∼35 552 954 196 470 34 454 4185
HILIC-RP 38 57 ∼30 389 917 171 844 34 832 4218
RP-RPb 20 30 ∼30 226 386 103 586 27 286 4093

aConfidence score log (e) < −3 or better was used for both peptides and proteins. bA standard 2D LC-MS/MS (high pH to low pH) with fraction
concatenation applied in our lab.10

Table 2. Optimization of SSRCalc SCX Model

optimization
step model information

number
of

variables R2 value

prediction
error

standard
deviation
(min)

1 Q 0 0.858 2.30
2 Q/ln(N) 0 0.943 1.46
3 Q × (1 + 9.571/ln(N)) 0 0.952 1.35
4 Q × (1 + CZ/ln(N)) 8 0.955 1.29
5 Q × (1 + CZ/ln(N)) +

composition
28 0.976 0.94

6 Q × (1 + CZ/ln(N)) +
composition + position-
dependent RC’s

148 0.9862 0.72

7 reoptimized 148 0.9868 0.70
8 reoptimized + i + 3; i + 4

interactions
150 0.987 0.69

9 polynomial correction 174 0.991 0.64
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371 highest near the N-terminus. This can also be attributed to the
372 orientation of the peptide as suggested by Alpert et al.31 Since
373 positively charged N-termini serve as the primary point of
374 interaction with the stationary phase, N-terminal location of
375 basic residues leads to decreased distance between its side chain
376 and the sorbent, thus increasing the Coulombic interactions.
377 While the basic residues increase retention near N-termini, the
378 acidic amino acids decrease it. In the CZE model,15 the effect of
379 Asp on the N-terminus is the greatest relative to all other amino

380acids: its N-terminal position lowers peptide charge by ∼0.27
381units. In SCX, the retention coefficient of Asp shows a decrease
382of ∼0.15 units in the N-terminal position as shown in Table 3.
383This can be attributed to the decrease of basicity of the N-
384terminus, decreasing its charge and therefore Coulombic
385interaction with the stationary phase. The positive contribution
386of Trp to peptide retention is independent of its position,
387except for a slightly lower RC for the N-terminus. All
388hydrophobic residues exhibit lower retention coefficients

Figure 2. Step-by-step optimization of SSRCalc SCX model. (A) Correlation between peptide charge and retention time. (B) Retention time vs Q ×
(1 + CZ/ln(N)). (C) Correlation for additive SSRCalc SCX model, taking into account peptide composition. (D) Correlation after incorporation of
position-dependent retention coefficients. (E) Final SSRCalc SCX model.

Table 3. Position-Dependent Retention Coefficients for Individual Residues

residue N-terminal N + 1 N + 2 internal C-2 C-1 C-terminala

Rb 1.271 1.267 1.217 1.085 1.090 1.095 1.069
Hb 1.192 1.199 1.162 1.038 1.043 0.980 0.921
Kb 1.096 1.103 1.043 0.972 0.969 0.953 0.974
W 0.075 0.112 0.125 0.105 0.092 0.101 0.016
N −0.008 0.004 0.027 0.036 0.033 0.037 0.085
Y −0.037 0.000 0.019 0.028 0.014 0.018 0.097
G −0.051 −0.027 0.022 0.028 0.019 0.019 0.134
C −0.016 0.009 0.015 0.024 0.025 0.009 0.054
F −0.051 −0.010 0.006 0.020 0.007 0.005 0.004
Db −0.150 −0.043 −0.003 0.012 0.009 0.018 0.031
S −0.053 −0.031 0.000 0.011 0.007 0.000 0.089
E −0.081 −0.054 −0.025 0.008 −0.003 0.001 0.041
Q −0.066 −0.036 −0.018 0.002 −0.013 −0.009 0.078
M −0.076 −0.055 −0.035 −0.007 −0.033 −0.023 −0.056
A −0.106 −0.063 −0.032 −0.010 −0.024 −0.022 0.042
T −0.089 −0.069 −0.037 −0.018 −0.024 −0.019 0.033
L −0.136 −0.088 −0.058 −0.032 −0.053 −0.040 0.009
I −0.121 −0.085 −0.068 −0.040 −0.054 −0.049 0.003
V −0.136 −0.090 −0.060 −0.043 −0.055 −0.045 0.034
P −0.124 −0.068 −0.062 −0.054 −0.057 −0.056 0.049

aC-terminal retention coefficients have been assigned with lower confidence due to a low number of peptides, which are not terminated by Lys or
Arg. bResidues showing the largest effect of position relative to N-termini.
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389 when located at peptide N-termini, the primary point of contact
390 with the more hydrophilic stationary phase.
391 The application of position-dependent corrections further
392 improved accuracy of the model from 0.976 to 0.9862 R2 value
393 (Figure 2D). The addition of the six terminal position-
394 dependent coefficients for 20 different amino acids adds 120
395 variables to our model, for 148 variables in total (Table 2). To
396 avoid overfitting, the dataset is required to be significantly
397 larger compared to the number of variables. In our case, this
398 criterion is fulfilled: our modeling dataset contains over 30 000
399 peptides, which provides enough data to accurately model the
400 retention coefficients. For example, our least abundant amino

401acids (Cys, Trp, Met) are present in the N-terminal position
402281, 375, and 442 times, respectively.
403Helical Interactions of Basic Residues. After multiple
404individual layer implementations, we reoptimized the model
405involving all variables and layers of the model simultaneously.
406This slightly increased the R2 value to 0.9868. Next, we
407incorporated a correction related to possible i + 3 and i + 4
408interactions between basic residues (Table S-2), which resulted
409in minor improvement of the R2 value to 0.987. Mant et al.32

410showed that the presence of four positively charged Lys in the
411hydrophilic face of synthetic amphipathic helical peptides
412significantly increase retention time in SCX. Our attempted
413correction of this effect did not provide significant improve-
414ment. We explain this by the relatively low number of internal
415Arg and Lys residues found in tryptic peptides. Most of them
416occupy C-terminal positions, while internal ones are often
417followed by a Pro residue, known as a “helix-breaker”. All of
418these factors contribute to the smaller effect of amphipathic
419helicity and helical corrections when incorporated into our
420prediction model.
421Empirical Corrections for Nonlinearity. After implemen-
422tation of all optimization steps, a slight nonlinearity in charge-
423specific subsets of peptides was still visible. For example,
424correlation plots for groups of peptides with different charges
425had slightly different slopes, and some of them showed convex
426character (Figure S-1). To correct this, we devised a simple
427Monte Carlo method to adjust the final predicted value for each
428peptide depending on charge Q as a polynomial: A × (model
429output)2 + B × (model output) + C. The combination of
430variables A, B, and C is specific for each charge group (Table S-
4312). These values were determined with the dual optimization
432goal of both improving the overall correlation while not
433significantly perturbing the overall model’s slope and intercept.
434Our final model after all optimization steps showed an R2 value
435of 0.991.
436Expression of Peptide Fraction Elution in SCX
437Separation. All of the steps of the model optimization
438utilized a unitless expression of predicted SCX retention as
439shown in Figure 2B−D. For practical purposes, expressing SCX
440retention using an eluent parameter allows one to better
441visualize and describe SCX separation. RP-HPLC10 and
442HILIC18 models often use acetonitrile percentage for peptide
443hydrophobicity and water percentage for peptide hydrophilicity
444degree, respectively. Similarly, we propose to use the

Figure 3. Retention coefficients in additive SCX models. (A) RC values
for our retention data (20% acetonitrile in eluents). (B) RC values for
reoptimized SSRCalc SCX using Trinidad et al.28 data (30%
acetonitrile).

Figure 4. Applications of the SSRCalc SCX model. (A) Theoretical distribution of 166 781 peptides from in silico digest of S. cerevisiae (>4 residues,
no missed cleavages) across the SCX separation scale. (B, C) Application of nonmodified and reoptimized SSRCalc SCX model to the data from
Trinidad et al.,28 respectively. Potential false positive IDs shown in red were excluded (B); 8135 peptides in blue were used for the model
adjustment.
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445 concentration of KCl (mM) required for elution of a particular
446 peptide from the SCX column as a measure of Strong Cation
447 Exchange Retention Index (SCXI). Retention times (or fraction
448 numbers) were converted into concentrations of KCl using the
449 known values of the gradient delay time of the LC system (3.3
450 min at 300 μL/min) and experimental gradient slope. The
451 unitless output of the predictive model was then converted into
452 SCXI units by introducing a mapping slope and intercept to
453 provide a slope of 1 and intercept of 0 in final dependence:
454 experimental retention (mM KCl) vs SSRCalc SCXI (mM
455 KCl) is shown in Figure 2E.
456 Application of SCX Prediction Model. Having an
457 accurate prediction model developed provides many applied
458 options: the ability to predict the separation of individual
459 peptides or groups of peptides, estimate orthogonality between
460 various peptide separation techniques, and use peptide
461 retention time as an additional filter in identification protocols.

f4 462 Figure 4A shows predicted distribution of peptides from in
463 silico digested yeast proteome throughout SCX separation
464 space. This graph closely resembles the experimental
465 distribution of peptides within experimental chromatographic
466 space, Figure 1B,C. Figure S-2 shows a comparison of
467 experimental and in silico predicted orthogonality plots
468 between SCX and RPLC separation dimensions for the
469 whole collection of ∼30 000 peptides. The high degree of
470 similarity between these plots shows great potential of accurate
471 SSRCalc models in estimating separation orthogonality
472 between different peptide separation modes and guiding
473 development of 2D LC-MS protocols.
474 Finally, we applied the SSRCalc SCX prediction to external
475 datasets to estimate its applicability and gauge the degree of
476 influence of other eluent parameters on separation selectivity.
477 Webb et al.34 have reported application of the MudPIT
478 protocol to the yeast whole cell digest with a 39-step
479 ammonium acetate salt gradient. Application of SSRCalc SCX
480 to this data showed a very poor correlation (Figure S-3); this is
481 most likely the consequence of using low (5%) acetonitrile in
482 SCX buffer systems in MudPIT. We believe that the
483 hydrophobic interactions with the SCX matrix as proposed
484 by Burke et al.24 were the greatest difference between the
485 datasets in question. To verify this, we applied our prediction
486 model to the data from Trinidad et al.28 that was collected
487 using 30% acetonitrile and observed a satisfactory R2 value of
488 ∼0.95 after exclusion of some obvious SCX outliers (Figure
489 4B). Following removal of false positives, we reoptimized the
490 model using 8135 peptides and obtained an R2 value of 0.984
491 (Figure 4C). Adjustment of the model revealed another subset
492 of possible SCX outliers and plateau at the end of the plot due
493 to the rapid increase of KCl at the end of the gradient.
494 Otherwise, prediction accuracy of these two models is
495 comparable. The major difference between them consisted of
496 a decreased contribution of hydrophobic aromatic residues
497 (Figure 3B), in complete agreement with variation of organic
498 solvent content used (20% vs 30%).

499 ■ CONCLUSIONS
500 Our findings confirm the majority of the conclusions made in
501 prior literature on the major factors driving peptide cation-
502 exchange separation: the influence of peptide charge and
503 length, and concentration of organic solvent. Compared to
504 modeling studies in the 1980s and 1990s, we have access to a
505 much larger collection of SCX retention data. We used it to
506 explore the fine details of the separation mechanism:

507contribution of individual residues and sequence-specific
508features. The R2 values for the additive model (0.976, Figure
5092C) and final version of the SSRCalc SCX algorithm (0.991,
510Figure 2E) are significantly higher than the algorithms of
511similar complexity for either HILIC18 or RP10 but lower than
512for peptide CZE.15 This indicates that the separation
513mechanism for SCX is simpler compared to other peptide
514LC separation techniques. Most of the residues contribute to
515the RP and HILIC retention mechanisms, whereas in SCX the
516basic ones dominate. This is true for SCX separations using
517eluents with high (20−30%) acetonitrile content, which
518suppresses hydrophobic interactions. Separations using a low
519concentration of organic solvent will likely exhibit features of
520mixed-mode (SCX/hydrophobic) interactions with subsequent
521complications in the modeling. At the same time, mixed-mode
522separations, as well as peptide SCX at different pHs, will
523produce significantly altered separation selectivity. Exploring
524these features in SCX should constitute a significant portion of
525future modeling studies and may result in the discovery of
526separation systems with unique selectivity and optimal
527orthogonality to RPLC.
528We expect that our SSRCalc SCX model will be applicable to
529other similar separation systems under slightly different
530gradient slopes or acetonitrile content. Adjusting for the former
531will likely require optimization of polynomial corrections for
532each individual charge group since the change in salt
533concentration (gradient) impacts differently charged molecules
534in different ways. We have demonstrated that modeling
535variation in acetonitrile concentration requires the reoptimiza-
536tion of retention contributions of individual residues. The vast
537majority of the tryptic peptides carry 2 or 3 positively charged
538groups (Figure 4A) and elute in a very narrow range of salt
539concentration. Therefore, future modeling studies will un-
540doubtedly explore SCX separations using segmented gradients,
541often applied to make the distribution of peptides across the
542fractions more uniform.35,36

543The SSRCalc algorithm has been known for the superior
544accuracy of RPLC modeling since 2004.19 In 2017, we
545expanded our research into peptide separations using CZE,15

546HILIC,18 and SCX (present work). These examples repre-
547sented our first experience with these separation techniques,
548but we achieved the highest prediction accuracy reported for all
549of them. This leads us to the conclusion that the general
550principles we use for model optimization have an advantage
551over other modeling approaches and should be applicable to any
552peptide separation technique. These principles include (1)
553working with extremely abundant proteomics-derived datasets
554to achieve at least a 100:1 ratio between number of data points
555and model variables; (2) acceptance of fraction-based (discrete)
556retention data from LC-MALDI MS19 or first dimension of 2D
557LC-MS/MS10,18 acquisitions (30−50 fractions); (3) application
558of peptide retention prediction filtering to improve quality of
559experimental data; (4) combining findings of high caliber
560previous studies of separation mechanisms with our own
561empirical observations; (5) considering peptide secondary
562structure (helicity), positioning of individual residues relative
563to peptide ends, peptide orientation relative to the surface, and
564nearest neighbor effects as the major drivers of sequence-
565dependent character in peptide separations. We believe that
566these principles, especially the sequence-specific corrections,
567should be automatically applied to the modeling of novel
568peptide separation techniques going forward.
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